1...AIDED STOCKTON PD TUXEDO & DWIGHT 083108
Officer assisted SPD with a fight that occurred off campus party. Officers were called as the reporting party thought those responsible were associated with the university but it was later determined it involved students from a local high school. Officer initiated a report.

2...ALCOHOL ARREST WOODBRIDGE 083108
Officer arrested a male subject for being under the influence in a public place. Subject was transported to the county jail.

3...DUI ARREST PACIFIC AVE 083108
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was under the influence. CHP responded, arrested the driver at 3:41 AM for DUI and transported to the county jail.

4...AIDED STOCKTON PD PERSHING AVE 083108
SPD aired a battery in progress, officers assisted. SPD on scene and initiated the report.

5...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT CALAVERAS LEVEE 083108
Officer responded to a report of a disturbance in the area involving two dog owners walking their dogs. One owner contacted SPD to report his dog was injured by neighbor's dog. Officer initiated a report.

6...CASUALTY PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE 083108
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill male subject. Officer reported subject having an allergic reaction to food. Subject transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

7...FIELD INTERVIEW PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK 083108
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was warned for the SMC violation.

8...CURFEW VIOLATION BAUN FITNESS AREA 083108
Staff reported three juveniles in the area that were hiding in bushes when they were visible in the area. Officers responded and juveniles fled on foot. Officers were able to detain all juveniles. Juveniles were cited for curfew violations and turned over to a parent.
9... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MORRIS CHAPEL 090108
Officers responded to reports of subjects drinking in the area. Officers were unable to locate the subjects.

10... THEFT LOT 21 090108
Victim reported the theft of her parking permit. Officer initiated a report.

11... AUTO BURGLARY LOT 7 090108
Victim reported his vehicle was burglarized. Driver side door lock was punched and wallet and GPS was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

12... SCAVENGING ARREST FULTON & PACIFIC 090108
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject recently warned for SMC (scavenging). Subject was cited and released for the violation.

13... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC HOUSE 090108
Officers responded to a report of a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject heard caller on the phone and fled the area. Officers were unable to locate.

14... THEFT UNIVERSITY CENTER 090108
Victim reported two hub caps stolen from her vehicle. Victim did not want to file a report at this time.

15... AIDED STOCKTON PD DRAKE APARTMENTS 090208
SPD advised a report of a female screaming with a male subject heard in the background. Officers checked the area and reported nothing unusual.

16... FIELD INTERVIEW MORRIS CHAPEL 090208
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject loitering in the area. Subject was watching officer as he conducted checkouts in area. Subject was contacted and interviewed.

17... THEFT CLASSROOM BLDG 090209
Staff reported light fixtures were stolen from the building. Officer initiated a report.

18... VEHICLE ACCIDENT KENSINGTON & ALPINE 090409
Officers and medics responded to a report of a vehicle into a pole. Driver needed medics due to airbag deployment. SPD investigated the accident and initiated the report.

19... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC AVE 090408
Officers responded to a report of a disturbance involving shoving in the 3400 block. Officers were unable to locate any disturbance. SPD advised.
20...ANNOYING 911 CALLS CAMPUS WIDE 090408
Officer responded to a report of a Ephone activation from the Woodbridge. Officer located a juvenile in the area and determined his route. Officers parked in an unseen area and witnessed the juvenile activate the Ephone. Juvenile was detained, warned for the violation and released to a parent.

21...ATTEMPT AUTO BURG LOT 7 090408
Victim reported the driver side door lock punched, nothing missing from the vehicle. Officer initiated a report.

22...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC HOUSE 090408
Officers responded to a report of a male subject in the area going through the dumpster. Officers were unable to locate the subject who fled on his bike.

23...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT BAUN FITNESS 090408
Officers responded to a report of two suspicious male subjects approaching people in the area. Reporter advised the subjects appear to be making the people contacted uncomfortable. Officers responded and advised subjects of trespassing laws.

24...DUI ARREST ALPINE & PERSHING 090508
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was under the influence. CHP responded, arrested the driver at 2:46 AM for DUI and transported to the county jail.

25...AUTO BURGLARY MANCHESTER AVE 090508
Officer located a vehicle with the rear driver side window smashed out. Officer tried to make contact with the owner but was unsuccessful.

26...CASUALTY LONG THEATER 090508
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female who fell and hit her head. Medics were refused and officer transported the female to her residence on campus.

27...THEFT EISLEN HOUSE 090508
Victim reported her bicycle stolen. The cable lock was cut. Officer initiated a report.

28...THEFT UNIVERSITY CENTER 090508
Victim reported his skateboard stolen. Victim did not want to file a report at this time.

29...NOISE COMPLAINT ESSEX ST 090508
Officers responded to a noise complaint off campus involving Pacific students. Party goers were warned for the violation and advised they would be cited if officers had to return.
30... DUI ARREST        ROSEMARIE & PRECISSI  090608
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was under the influence. CHP responded, arrested the driver at 2:46 AM for DUI and transported to the county jail.

31... NOISE COMPLAINT  SOUTHWEST HALL  090608
Officers responded to a noise complaint due to a large group around the entrance area. Officers contacted the subjects and advised them to keep the noise down.

32... VEHICLE ACCIDENT  MARCH & PRECISSI  090608
Officer responded to assist with traffic control due to a vehicle accident. Officer assisted then transported involved driver to residence on campus.

33... FIRE INCIDENT     CALAVERAS & PERSHING  090608
Officers responded to a report of subjects setting a fire under bridge. Officers advised subjects were transients with a campfire. Subjects were warned against open fire in the area.